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Abstract

Lobbying a coalition government is different than lobbying a single-party government, since in the case of a coalition government, the interest group can intervene in the intragovernmental decision process. In the case where the interest group likes the status quo more than the surplus maximizing policy, the interest group influences the policy without any contribution thanks to its credible threat to block unfavorable proposals. We show further that when, say, a leftist coalition government may be replaced by a rightist coalition government, the final policy reflects a rightist interest group’s preferences more heavily due to the interest group’s forward-looking considerations.
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1 Introduction

A coalition government, in contrast to a single-party government, encompasses political parties as separate entities. Given the prevalence of coalition governments, particularly in Western European democracies1, this feature of coalition governments has attracted a lot

∗Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Chair of Public Economics, Platz der Göttinger Sieben 3, 37073 Göttingen, Germany. Email: Refik-Emre.Aytimur@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de.

1In 13 western european countries over the period 1945-1999, 69 per cent of governments were coalitions (238 of 343 cases). (Muller and Strom (2000))
of attention in terms of its consequences on accountability (see e.g. Kunicova and Rose-Ackerman (2005) and Persson, Tabellini and Trebbi (2003)), government spending (see e.g. Persson, Roland and Tabellini (2003), Persson and Tabellini (2004), Perotti and Kontopoulos (2002) and Baskaran (2013)) and budget deficits (see e.g. Roubini and Sachs (1989) and Woo (2003)). Surprisingly, its consequences on lobbying have been largely neglected, although the economic policy issues such as fiscal policy cannot be fully understood in isolation from lobbying and the exact same feature of coalition governments, i.e. not being a unitary political actor, may offer a special interest group (henceforth, SIG) a broader range of opportunities to intervene in the political process. In this paper, we make a step towards understanding the effect of coalition governments on lobbying outcomes.

The standard common agency lobbying game (henceforth, the SCA game, see e.g. Bernheim and Whinston (1986), and Grossman and Helpman (1994)) considers the government as a unitary actor which can always reject SIG’s offer and implement its ideal policy. Hence, SIG has to compensate the single-party government for its utility difference between its ideal policy and SIG’s proposed policy. In the SCA game, the outside option of the government is its ideal policy and payoffs do not depend on the status quo. However, in case of a coalition government, the assumption that the government is a unitary actor is not plausible. In this paper, we propose a lobbying game which considers each party of the coalition government (parties A and B) as a different actor. When party A proposes a policy deal to party B, we let SIG to intervene in the intragovernmental bargaining process and to try to convince party B either to reject or to accept party A’s proposal. The first result is that the final policy is efficient in the sense of maximizing the total payoff of SIG and the coalition government, since we assume transferable utility, as in the SCA game. However, payoff distribution is clearly different than in the SCA game, and depends crucially on the status quo. When A proposes a policy to B, it has to make sure that B and SIG jointly prefer the proposed policy to the status quo, since otherwise the policy proposal is rejected and the status quo remains. In case SIG prefers the status quo to A’s policy proposal, which is the efficient policy in equilibrium, A has to make a sufficient transfer to B so that SIG cannot block A’s proposal by convincing B to reject it. SIG has policy influence without any payment in this case, thanks to its credible threat to block A’s proposal via B. Hence, the lack of observed lobbying contributions to parties does not necessarily mean no policy influence from lobbying group. Persson (1998), Helpman and Persson (2001), Polborn (2006) and Polborn and Sahakyan (2007) achieve similar results in different settings. Hence, as Polborn (2006) emphasizes, low lobbying expenditures do not necessarily imply that lobbying is not effective or that politicians cannot be influenced by lobbying.
If, on the other hand, SIG prefers the efficient policy to the status quo, A can lower its transfer to B to the point that SIG pays all its surplus relative to the status quo in order to make B accept A’s proposal. In summary, although the policy outcome is the efficient policy irrespective of the status quo, SIG’s payment depends crucially on the status quo and can vary from zero to all its surplus compared to the status quo.

As the next step, we analyze a two-period model of lobbying a coalition government. The motivation of the two-period analysis is that an interest group is more forward-looking than a government, since a government’s interest in the future is discounted by its probability of losing the power after the next elections. As opposed to the SCA game in which there is no link between periods since payoffs do not depend on the status quo, in our model, since payoffs depend on the status quo and the first period’s policy becomes the second period’s status quo, the analysis of the two-period model provides further insights. In the second period, SIG pays all its surplus compared to the status quo which is the first period’s final policy if it prefers the efficient policy of the second period to the status quo. In case the next potential coalition government has more similar preferences to SIG’s than the first-period’s coalition government, the potential efficient policy in the second period is more favorable to SIG than the efficient policy of the single-period model in the first period. Hence, when the next potential coalition government has more similar preferences to SIG’s than the first-period’s coalition government, SIG has an additional willingness to pay for a more favorable policy in the first period compared to the single-period model, since a more favorable policy in the first period will let SIG pay less for policy influence in case of a potential government change in the second period. Consequently, the first period’s policy reflects SIG’s preferences more heavily in this case than in the case of the single-period model. In other words, we reach the a priori surprising conclusion that the final policy reflects more heavily the preferences of, say, a rightist SIG in the case of a leftist government expected to be replaced by a rightist government rather than in the case of a rightist government to be replaced by a leftist government. However, this effect does not go as far as a rightist SIG achieves a better policy outcome with a leftist government than with a rightist one.

This result implies a higher policy convergence between the final policies implemented by the leftist and rightist coalition governments, and may shed additional light on voters’ feeling of "tweedledum-tweedledee politics". For instance, Germany’s current right-wing coalition

---

2 Otherwise, if the first period’s coalition government has more similar preferences to SIG’s, then, even with the final policy of the single-period model in the first period, SIG does not need to pay for policy influence in the second period. Hence, it has no additional willingness to pay for a more favorable policy in the first period.
government CDU-FDP has come recently under attack for its attitude towards nuclear energy and minimum wage policies which increasingly mirrors positions usually associated with left-wing SPD and Green Party.\(^3\)

Grossman and Helpman (2001) analyzes both lobbying a single-party government and a legislature. The intuitions of our results of the single-period model are very similar. However, since we assume transferable utility between coalition partners, the intuitions apply to a larger degree and become more transparent. Additionally, this assumption results in the policy choice that maximizes the total surplus of all players, independent of the configuration of players’ ideal policy points. Another different result that this assumption implies is that contributing to the agenda-setter is redundant, since the agenda-setter takes already into account SIG’s preferences due to SIG’s potential intervention in the process later on. Most importantly, we study a two-period model of lobbying a coalition government as well and find intriguing results, as discussed above.

Grossman and Helpman (1994) is the seminal paper analyzing the influence of multiple lobbying groups on a single-party government in a common agency framework. Polborn (2006) and Polborn and Sahakyan (2007) study a dynamic lobbying model in which the status quo plays a key role as in our paper and two lobbying groups compete for influence on a binary policy choice. Besley and Coate (2001) considers lobbying a single-party government in a citizen-candidate model including an election stage where voters vote strategically foreseeing lobbying after elections.

Papers studying the influence of interest groups on a legislature, instead of a single-party government, include Snyder (1991), Groseclose and Snyder (1996), Persson (1998), Helpman and Persson (2001), Baron (2006) and Baron and Hirsch (2012). In the case of lobbying a legislature, it is sufficient to convince the majority of legislators in order to influence the policy. However, as analyzed by Baron (1998) and Diermeier and Feddersen (1998), in parliamentary systems, which lead often to coalition governments, a strong voting cohesion exists among coalition partners. This voting cohesion leads to the conclusion that an interest group has to convince the coalition government, as in our paper. Persson (1998) and Helpman and Persson (2001) analyze a setup where multiple interest groups compete for local public goods and each interest group makes a contribution only to its associated legislator. In Snyder (1991), the interest group has the additional power of setting the agenda. In Groseclose and Snyder (1996), there are two interest groups who compete sequentially to buy legislators’

\(^3\)See, for instance, newspaper articles in Der Tagesspiegel (www.tagesspiegel.de/meinung/meinungsgleichheit-alle-sind-bio-und-gegen-atomkraft/4017260.html), and in Handelsblatt (www.handelsblatt.com/meinung/kommentare/cdu-und-spd-die-neue-deutsche-einheitspartei/6324872.html).
votes in the context of a binary policy choice. Although buying votes of the majority of legislators is sufficient due to majority rule, the interesting result is that the first-mover interest group may prefer to buy supermajorities since that way it may be cheaper to prevent the reversal of the policy by the second-mover interest group. Baron (2006) studies fundamentally the same problem as Groseclose and Snyder (1996), but in a more institutionally structured framework, and then gives answers to questions such as which lobbyists are active in equilibrium, whether they prefer to lobby legislators who are supporting or opposing their policy views and when a lobbying group "buys" supermajorities. Baron and Hirsch (2012) study lobbying a coalition government where lobbies can also influence the formation of a coalition government. More importantly, they assume that interest groups cannot observe the intragovernmental bargaining process as a result of which they cannot intervene in this process, as opposed to our paper.

In section 2, we study a single-period model of lobbying a coalition government. In section 3, we extend our model to two periods, where the coalition government can change in the second period with some probability. Section 4 concludes.

2 A Single-Period Model

There is one special interest group (SIG) which tries to influence the coalition government consisting of two parties $A$ and $B$. There is a unidimensional policy variable.

We analyze a game with perfect information, i.e. each player knows all previously chosen actions before choosing its action. The timing of the game is as follows:

1. SIG proposes a policy $p \in \mathbb{R}$ and a contribution $c_A \in \mathbb{R}$ to party $A$ conditional on the choice of $p$ as the final policy.

2. Party $A$ proposes a policy $p_A \in \mathbb{R}$ and a transfer $t \in \mathbb{R}$ to party $B$, the transfer being conditional on $B$’s acceptance of $A$’s policy proposal.

3. Then, SIG makes a contribution offer $c_B \in \mathbb{R}$ conditional on the acceptance of $p_A$ by party $B$ as the final policy and a contribution offer $c'_B \in \mathbb{R}$ conditional on the rejection of $p_A$ by party $B$ as the final policy.

4. Party $B$ accepts or rejects party $A$’s proposal. If party $B$ accepts party $A$’s proposal, $p_A$ is the final policy chosen, and the payments $t$ and $c_B$ are realized. If $p_A = p$, the payment $c_A$ is also realized. If party $B$ rejects party $A$’s proposal, the status quo policy $q \in \mathbb{R}$ remains, and the payment $c'_B$ is realized.
A’s, B’s and SIG’s preferences on the policy choice are respectively represented by concave single-peaked functions $W_A(p)$, $W_B(p)$ and $W_S(p)$. We assume further that the utility functions of all players are quasi-linear in monetary transfers.

Note that we have a stage in the game to capture the interest group’s intervention into the intragovernmental bargaining process. After party A proposes a policy and a transfer to party B, SIG can propose a contribution to party B either to make B accept A’s proposal or to make B reject it. However, the timing of SIG’s offer to B is not the critical assumption which allows SIG to intervene in the bargaining between the coalition partners. If we let SIG to make a proposal to B only at the beginning of the game and if SIG can observe the bargaining between the coalition partners, SIG would obtain any policy without any payment by threatening to block any other policy, thanks to its commitment power. We prefer our timing in order not to give an excessive commitment power to SIG and in spite of this modeling choice, we see in the following proposition that SIG has policy influence without any cost in many cases. In other words, not the timing of the game, but the assumption that SIG can observe the intragovernmental bargaining allows SIG to intervene. Grossman and Helpman (2001) make the same assumption. Often, there are long public discussions during the legislative process after a draft bill is introduced. Martin and Vanberg (2004) argue that these discussions are a tool to maintain the coalitional discipline, and they find that the length of the legislative process is increasing with the ideological divergence of coalition parties in Germany and in the Netherlands. Moreover, each of coalition partners tend often to publicize the details of their bargaining in order to send messages to their electorates. Last but not least, interest groups are usually infiltrated even in the private discussions through their contacts among party members.

We solve for the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the game by backward induction and we obtain the following proposition:

**Proposition 1** The final policy $p^*$ maximizes the total surplus of SIG, A and B, i.e.,

$$p^* = \arg \max_p W_S(p) + W_A(p) + W_B(p)$$

and SIG’s total contribution is equal to

$$\max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)\}$$

In order to understand better the intuition of our results, we compare them with those of the SCA game where the unitary decisionmaker has the aggregate policy preferences of the
coalition. The crucial difference between our game and the SCA game is the interest group’s intervention into the intragovernmental bargaining process in our game. We believe that while lobbying a single-party government may be better represented by the SCA game, lobbying a coalition government is better represented by our game, as discussed in the preceding paragraph to Proposition 1.

The first remark is that the final policy is efficient in the sense of maximizing the total surplus of all players, as would be in the SCA game, since utility is transferable between all agents. When $A$ proposes a policy, it has to consider SIG’s intervention afterwards. The result of this intervention is that $A$’s policy proposal will be accepted if and only if the joint utility of $B$ and SIG is higher in case of acceptance than in case of status quo. Hence, $A$ takes into account the preferences of both $B$ and SIG, and due to transferable utility between all players, it proposes the policy which maximizes the total utility of $A$, $B$ and SIG.

However, payoffs are clearly different than in the SCA game. In our model, the status quo affects the payoff distribution, whereas the status quo is irrelevant in the SCA game. Remarkably, if SIG prefers $q$ rather than $p^*$, it does not need to pay anything to obtain $p^*$. Its potential intervention to block a policy via payments to party $B$ is sufficient to obtain $p^*$. Party $A$ has to offer a sufficient transfer to $B$ so that SIG cannot convince $B$ to reject $A$’s proposal. Why then does $A$ propose the efficient policy although it cannot get any contribution from SIG? The reason is that $A$’s necessary transfer to $B$ depends on SIG’s willingness to pay to block the policy proposal. Therefore, $A$ internalizes the policy preferences of SIG as well as $B$. Hence, in this case, SIG is certainly better off when facing a coalition government, since SIG does not need to pay anything for $p^*$ as opposed to the SCA game where SIG pays the government’s utility difference between its ideal policy and $p^*$. This result implies that no evidence of contributions from an interest group does not necessarily mean that the interest group is inactive and has no influence on the government.

The lack of commitment on the part of SIG not to intervene in the intragovernmental bargaining process can also be a disadvantage. If SIG prefers $p^*$ rather than $q$, it pays all its surplus compared to the status quo, and its payoff becomes $W_S(q)$. In this case, $A$ takes advantage of the fact that at the intervention stage, SIG would be ready to pay $W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)$ to $B$ in order to make $B$ accept $A$’s proposal, and offers an accordingly low (possibly negative) transfer to $B$. Hence, in this case, SIG can be worse off compared to the

---

The timing of the SCA game would be as follows: 1) SIG proposes a contribution $c$ to the government $G$ (whose policy preferences are given by $W_G(p) = W_A(p) + W_B(p)$ with ideal policy $p_G$), conditional on the choice of $p$ as the final policy. 2) $G$ chooses the final policy. If the final policy is $p$, the payment $c$ is realized. In equilibrium of the SCA game, the final policy is $p^*$, and the contribution of SIG is equal to $W_G(p_G) - W_G(p^*)$. 

4 The timing of the SCA game would be as follows: 1) SIG proposes a contribution $c$ to the government $G$ (whose policy preferences are given by $W_G(p) = W_A(p) + W_B(p)$ with ideal policy $p_G$), conditional on the choice of $p$ as the final policy. 2) $G$ chooses the final policy. If the final policy is $p$, the payment $c$ is realized.
the equilibrium of the SCA game.\(^5\) In this case, SIG can be even worse off than if it could not lobby at all.\(^6\) Last but not least, the more SIG likes the status quo, the less it needs to pay. This result will be crucial in our analysis of the two-period model.

This discussion may look like suggesting that SIG is worse off when the coalition government is ideologically close, since in this case, it is more likely that SIG prefers \(p^*\) rather than \(q\) and consequently ends up paying all its surplus compared to the status quo. However, this is not true. If SIG prefers \(p^*\) rather than \(q\), its equilibrium payoff is \(W_S(q)\), whereas if SIG prefers \(q\) rather than \(p^*\), it does not need to pay at all exactly because the final policy is worse than the status quo and its equilibrium payoff is \(W_S(p^*)\), which is smaller than \(W_S(q)\). Hence, although SIG pays all its surplus compared to the status quo when the coalition government is ideologically close, it is still better off than in the case of an ideologically farther coalition government.

In the proof, it is clear that SIG’s proposal to \(A\) at the beginning of the game does not play any role. Even if SIG intervenes only indirectly, party \(A\) internalizes SIG’s preferences, since party \(A\) knows that SIG will intervene after \(A\)’s proposal to \(B\). Hence, as opposed to Grossman and Helpman (2001), we conclude that contributing directly to the agenda-setter is not essential.

Utility being transferable between parties, we see that the policies chosen and the compensation needed would not change if party \(B\) was the agenda-setter instead of party \(A\). But, clearly, parties’ payoffs depend on the agenda-setter status.

### 3 A Two-Period Model

In this section, we analyze a two-period model. In each period, the game presented in section 2 is played. The link between periods and hence our interest to study the two-period model relies on the fact that the first period’s final policy becomes the second period’s status quo. Notice that there would not be such a link between periods in the SCA game, since the outcome does not depend on the status quo.

In the first period, SIG faces a coalition government composed by parties \(A\) and \(B\). After the elections, in the second period, with some probability \(a\), \(0 < a < 1\), the coalition

\(^5\)However, even in this case, SIG can be better off than in the SCA game. This happens if

\[
W_S(q) > W_S(p^*) + W_G(p^*) - W_G(p_G)
\]

where the left-hand side is SIG’s payoff in our game, and the right-hand side is its payoff in the SCA game.

\(^6\)This happens if \(W_S(q) < W_S(p_G)\).
government as well as A’s agenda-setting power will remain the same and SIG will lobby the same coalition government as in the first period, or with probability $1 - a$, a new coalition government composed by different parties $C$ and $D$ will gain the power, and SIG will lobby this new coalition government. In other words, we assume that there are two potential coalition governments in the second period. We conjecture that adding other potential governments would make the analysis cumbersome without adding new insights. A’s, B’s and SIG’s preferences on the policy choice are as in section 2. Being policy-motivated, parties $A$ and $B$ care about the second period policy even if they are not in power anymore. C’s and D’s preferences on the policy choice are respectively represented by concave single-peaked functions $W_C(p)$ and $W_D(p)$. We assume again that the utility functions of all players are quasi-linear in monetary transfers. $\delta$ is the discount factor.

The two-period model is interesting since the first period’s final policy becomes the second-period’s status quo which matters for SIG’s contribution level in the second period. Hence, SIG has an additional forward-looking motive in the first period. Given that the coalition government might change at the end of the first period, coalition parties $A$ and $B$ have less of a forward-looking motive. Consequently, the results of the original single-period model change in the way that the first-period’s final policy is more biased towards SIG’s preferences in many cases.

Before presenting the result, we need to introduce some further notations:

In the second period, we know from proposition 1 that, in case of a government change, the final policy will be the one which maximizes the total surplus of SIG and of parties $C$ and $D$. We call this policy as $p_2$. We call $\tilde{p}_2$ the policy which is equivalent to $p_2$ in SIG’s eyes, i.e. $W_S(p_2) = W_S(\tilde{p}_2)$. Such a policy $\tilde{p}_2$ may exist since SIG has single-peaked policy preferences.

Finally, we define $\bar{p}$ as

$$\bar{p} = \arg\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + (1 + \delta(1 - a))W_S(p_A)$$

Notice that $\bar{p}$ is more biased towards SIG’s preferences than $p^*$, since $1 + \delta(1 - a) > 1$. Notice also that the additional weight on SIG’s preferences, i.e. $\delta(1 - a)$, is the discounted probability of a government change.

**Proposition 2** In the first period, there are three possible cases:

1. If $W_S(p^*) \geq W_S(p_2)$, then the final policy is $p^*$.
2. If $W_S(p_2) > W_S(p)$, then the final policy is $p$.

3. If $W_S(p) \geq W_S(p_2) > W_S(p^*)$, then the final policy is $p_2$ (or $\tilde{p}_2$).

From Proposition 1, we know that SIG’s second period payoff will depend on the status quo, i.e. on the first period’s final policy, if SIG prefers the second period’s efficient policy ($p^*$ if $A$ and $B$ are in power, or $p_2$ if $C$ and $D$ are in power) to the status quo. If, on the other hand, SIG prefers the status quo in the second period to the second period’s efficient policy, then its payoff in the second period will not depend on the first period’s final policy.

First, assume that $W_S(p_2) > W_S(p)$. If the first period’s final policy was $p$, then, in case of a government change, SIG would need to pay its utility difference between the efficient policy $p_2$ and the status quo $p$ in the second period. However, it would pay less in the second period if the first period’s final policy was more favorable than $p$. Therefore, it has an additional willingness to pay to obtain a more favorable policy in the first period. Since $A$ internalizes SIG’s preferences due to its potential intervention, it takes into account this additional willingness to pay and proposes a more biased policy towards SIG’s preferences than $p^*$. This is what happens in cases 2 and 3. In case 2, SIG prefers the second period’s final policy even to the more biased policy of the first period reflecting its additional willingness to pay (the additional bias being given by $\delta(1-a)$, the discounted probability of a government change). As the probability of a coalition change increases, i.e. as $a$ decreases, the final policy gets more biased due to SIG’s higher willingness to pay. In case 3, $W_S(p) \geq W_S(p_2)$, hence SIG has no additional willingness to pay for a more favorable policy than $p_2$, since it already pays nothing in the second period in case of a government change with a status quo as favorable as $p_2$. Consequently, the first period’s final policy becomes $p_2$ (or $\tilde{p}_2$ which gives a higher payoff to $A$ and the same payoff to SIG).

In case 1, SIG prefers weakly the efficient policy of the single-period model, i.e. $p^*$, to the second-period’s policy in case of a coalition change, i.e. $p_2$. Hence, if this policy is chosen, it will not need to pay for policy influence in the second period. Consequently, it has no additional motive for policy influence in the first period. The final policy is the same as in the single-period model.

To sum up, when the next potential coalition government’s preferences are more similar to SIG’s, i.e. when $W_S(p_2) > W_S(p^*)$, today’s policy reflects SIG’s preferences more heavily. The reason is that today’s more favorable policy is tomorrow’s more favorable status quo which lets SIG pay less for policy influence. To illustrate, consider a rightist SIG and a coalition government which may be replaced by another one. We conclude that today’s policy reflects SIG’s preferences more heavily if a leftist government is in place and may be replaced by a
rightist one rather than the inverse. This is a surprising result, since the final policy reflects more heavily a rightist SIG’s preferences in case of a leftist government. However, it should be emphasized that even if the policy reflects a rightist SIG’s policy preferences more heavily in the case of a leftist coalition government, this does not go as far as a rightist SIG obtains a more beneficial policy outcome when a leftist government is in power. Notice that in case 2, it is still the case that $W_S(p_2) > W_S(\bar{p})$, and in case 3, SIG obtains an equivalently beneficial policy outcome. Moreover, it should not be oversighted that SIG "pays" for this more biased policy, unless it prefers the status quo even to the more biased policy of the first period.

Indeed, SIG’s total payment in the first period is intuitionally very similar to that of the single-period model. When positive, SIG pays all its surplus compared to the status quo. The difference is that this surplus includes also the expected surplus of the second period. Moreover, if this surplus is negative, i.e. the status quo is very favorable for SIG, SIG has policy influence without any payment as in the single-period model.\footnotemark

\footnotetext[7]{More details can be found in the appendix.}

4 Conclusion

Lobbying a coalition government is different than lobbying a single-party government, since in the case of a coalition government, the interest group can intervene in the intragovernmental decision process. If the interest group prefers the status quo rather than the efficient (surplus maximizing) policy, SIG’s credible threat of blocking a policy proposal is sufficient to have policy influence without any payment. If SIG prefers the efficient policy rather than the status quo, SIG needs to pay its surplus compared to the status quo.

We analyze as well a two-period model of lobbying a coalition government. In some cases, SIG has more to gain from a favorable policy of the first period compared to the case of the single-period model, since SIG’s payoff depends on the status quo and the first period’s policy becomes the second period’s status quo. Since the coalition government can lose its power after elections, it has less future considerations. Consequently, the final policy can be more biased towards SIG’s preferences than that of the single-period model. Interestingly, this happens when SIG’s and the coalition government’s policy preferences are more divergent.
5 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: If party $B$ accepts both the offers of party $A$ and of SIG, its utility will be $W_B(p_A) + t + c_B$.

If party $B$ accepts the offer of party $A$ and rejects the offer of SIG, its utility will be $W_B(p_A) + t$. Hence, we see that $c_B$ cannot be negative, since otherwise party $B$ will simply reject the offer of SIG. Similarly, $c'_B$ cannot be negative either.

If SIG wants $B$ to accept $A$’s proposal, it should choose $c_B$ and $c'_B$ such that

$$W_B(p_A) + t + c_B \geq W_B(q) + c'_B$$

The above constraint is binding, and $c'_B$ is optimally set to zero in this case by SIG in order to decrease $c_B$. We know also from above that $c_B$ cannot be negative. Hence,

$$c_B = \max \{0, W_B(q) - W_B(p_A) - t\}$$

Replacing $c_B$ by its value, the utility of SIG in this case becomes

$$W_S(p_A) - \max \{0, W_B(q) - W_B(p_A) - t\} - I_{p_A=p}c_A$$

where the last term is an indicator function showing that SIG needs also to pay $c_A$ if the final policy implemented $p_A$ is the one proposed by SIG to $A$ at the beginning of the game, namely $p$.

Similarly, if SIG wants $B$ to reject $A$’s proposal, it chooses $c_B = 0$ and

$$c'_B = \max \{0, W_B(p_A) + t - W_B(q)\}$$

Replacing $c'_B$ by its value, the utility of SIG in this case becomes

$$W_S(q) - \max \{0, W_B(p_A) + t - W_B(q)\}$$

Comparing SIG’s utility in two cases, we conclude that if

$$W_S(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + t - I_{p_A=p}c_A \geq W_S(q) + W_B(q) \quad (1)$$

then SIG prefers to offer $c_B = \max \{0, W_B(q) - W_B(p_A) - t\}$ to party $B$, and party $B$ accepts $p_A$. 
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Hence, when party $A$ proposes $p_A$, it has to make sure that inequality (1) holds. Party $A$ will maximize its utility $W_A(p_A) - t + I_{p_A=p}c_A$ subject to (1). The constraint is binding. Replacing $t$ by its value, the problem of party $A$ becomes

$$\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_S(p_A) + W_B(p_A) - I_{p_A=p}c_A + I_{p_A=p}c_A - W_S(q) - W_B(q)$$

We see that the expressions that depend on $c_A$ cancel each other. The reason is that even if $p_A = p$ and $A$ receives $c_A$, it will need to pay back this amount to $B$ in order to make sure that SIG does not intervene to block. In other words, SIG’s lack of commitment not to intervene in the process makes any offer at the beginning of the game redundant.

Hence, the problem of party $A$ simplifies to

$$\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_S(p_A) + W_B(p_A) - W_S(q) - W_B(q)$$

We call the solution as $p^*$ which is equal to

$$p^* = \arg \max_{p_A} W_S(p_A) + W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A)$$

We see that the surplus-maximizing policy is chosen.

Replacing $t$ in the expression of $c_B$, we find that

$$c_B = \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) - I_{p_A=p}c_A\}$$

If $p_A \neq p^*$, then $I_{p_A=p}c_A = 0$, and $c_B = \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)\}$.

If $p_A = p^*$, then SIG pays in total $c_A + \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) - c_A\}$. If $W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) \leq 0$, the best SIG can choose is $c_A = c_B = 0$. If, instead, $W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) > 0$, SIG will not choose $c_A$ larger than $W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)$, and the total payment will be $c_A + W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) - c_A = W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)$.

Hence, in all cases, the total amount paid by SIG is equal to $\max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)\}$.

SIG’s equilibrium payoff is given by $W_S(p^*) - \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)\} = \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}$.

A’s equilibrium payoff is $W_A(p^*) + W_S(p^*) + W_B(p^*) - W_S(q) - W_B(q)$.

B’s equilibrium payoff is $W_B(p^*) + t + c_B$ where

$$t + c_B = W_S(q) + W_B(q) + I_{p_A=p}c_A - W_S(p^*) - W_B(p^*) + \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) - I_{p_A=p}c_A\}$$

$$= W_S(q) + W_B(q) - W_S(p^*) - W_B(p^*) + \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q)\}$$

$$= W_B(q) - W_B(p^*) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\}$$
where the second equality follows from the above discussion about SIG’s total payment. Hence, B’s equilibrium payoff is given by \( W_B(q) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\} \).

Q.E.D.

**Proof of Proposition 2:** In the second period, we know from proposition 1 that final policy is \( p^* \) with probability \( a \), and \( p_2 \) with probability \( 1-a \).

In the first period, \( B \) accepts \( p_A \) if and only if\(^8\)

\[
W_B(p_A) + t + c_B + \delta[a(W_B(p_A) + \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\}) + (1-a)W_B(p_2)] \\
W_B(q) + c_B' + \delta[a(W_B(q) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\}) + (1-a)W_B(p_2)]
\]

Hence, if SIG wants \( B \) to accept \( p_A \), it chooses \( c_B' = 0 \) and

\[
c_B = \max\{0, W_B(q) - W_B(p_A) - t \}
\]

\[
+\delta[a(W_B(q) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\}) - W_B(p_A) - \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\}]\]

The utility of SIG in this case is

\[
W_S(p_A) - c_B - I_{p_A=p} c_A \\
+\delta[a(W_S(p^*) - \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(p_A)\}) + (1-a)[W_S(p_2) - \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}]]
\] (2)

where the last term is its discounted second period utility, given that the status quo in the second period is \( p_A \). In the second period, SIG pays \( \max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(p_A)\} \) if the coalition remains the same, or \( \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\} \) if the coalition changes.

Similarly, if SIG wants \( B \) to reject \( p_A \), it chooses \( c_B = 0 \) and

\[
c_B' = \max\{0, W_B(p_A) - W_B(q) + t \}
\]

\[-\delta[a(W_B(q) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\}) - W_B(p_A) - \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\}]\]

The utility of SIG in this case is

\[
W_S(q) - c_B'
\]

\(^8\)We know from proposition 1 that if the coalition remains the same, \( B \)'s second-period utility is \( W_B(p_A) + \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\} \) when \( p_A \) is the final policy of the first period, and \( W_B(q) + \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\} \) when \( q \) is the final policy of the first period. If the coalition government changes, \( B \)'s second-period utility will be simply \( W_B(p_2) \).
where the last term is its discounted second period utility, given that the status quo in the second period is \( q \).

Comparing SIG’s utility in (2) and (3) after replacing the values of \( c_B \) and \( c'_B \), we conclude that if

\[
W_S(p_A) + (1 + \delta a)W_B(p_A) + \delta a \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\} + t - I_{p_A = pC_A} - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}
\]

\[
\geq W_S(q) + (1 + \delta a)W_B(q) + \delta a \max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\} - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}
\]

equivalently if

\[
(1 + \delta a)W_S(p_A) + (1 + \delta a)W_B(p_A) + t - I_{p_A = pC_A} - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}
\]

\[
\geq (1 + \delta a)W_S(q) + (1 + \delta a)W_B(q) - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}
\]

then SIG prefers to make sure that party \( B \) accepts \( p_A \).

Hence, when party \( A \) proposes \( p_A \), it has to make sure that inequality (4) holds.

Party \( A \) will maximize its utility

\[
W_A(p_A) - t + I_{p_A = pC_A} + \delta \left[ a[W_A(p^*) + w_B(p^*) + W_S(p^*) - W_B(p_A) - W_S(p_A)] + (1 - a)W_A(p_2) \right]
\]

subject to (4), where the last term is its second-period utility.\(^9\) The constraint is binding. Replacing \( t \) by its value, the problem of party \( A \) becomes

\[
\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + (1 + \delta a)W_S(p_A) + (1 + \delta a)W_B(p_A) - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}
\]

\[
-(1 + \delta a)W_S(q) - (1 + \delta a)W_B(q) + \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}
\]

\[
+ \delta \left[ a[W_A(p^*) + w_B(p^*) + W_S(p^*) - W_B(p_A) - W_S(p_A)] + (1 - a)W_A(p_2) \right]
\]

which can be written after simplifications as

\[
\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + W_S(p_A) - \delta (1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}
\]

\(^9\)If the coalition government remains the same, as known from proposition 1, \( A \)'s second-period utility will be \( W_A(p^*) + w_B(p^*) + W_S(p^*) - W_B(p_A) - W_S(p_A) \) where the second period’s status quo is \( p_A \). If the coalition government changes, \( A \)'s second-period utility will be simply \( W_A(p_2) \).
since the remaining terms do not depend on $p_A$.

Replacing $t$ in the expression of $c_B$, we find that

$$c_B = \max\{0, (1 + \delta a)W_S(p_A) - (1 + \delta a)W_S(q) - I_{p_A=pA} + \delta(1 - a)[\max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}$$

$$- \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}] + \delta a[\max\{0, W_S(q) - W_S(p^*)\} - \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(p^*)\}]\}$$

After some algebra,

$$c_B = \max\{0, W_S(p_A) - W_S(q) - I_{p_A=pA} + \delta a[\min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(p_A)\} - \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}]$$

$$+ \delta(1 - a)[\max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\} - \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A)\}]\}$$

Hence, as in the single period model, we see that, if positive, SIG pays all its surplus compared to the status quo, and if negative, SIG has policy influence without any payment. Naturally, its surplus includes now that of the second period. More specifically, the term $\delta a[\min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(p_A)\} - \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}]$ represents its surplus when the government stays the same, and the last term when the government changes.

There are two different ranges of $p_A$ according to which the objective function differs:

(i) \[\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + W_S(p_A)\]

such that $W_S(p_A) \geq W_S(p_2)$.

(ii) \[\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + W_S(p_A) - \delta(1 - a)(W_S(p_2) - W_S(p_A))\]

(equivalently \[\max_{p_A} W_A(p_A) + W_B(p_A) + (1 + \delta(1 - a))W_S(p_A)\])

such that $W_S(p_A) \leq W_S(p_2)$.

$A$ compares the solutions of the two preceding problems and chooses the one which maximizes its payoff.

There are three possible cases according to SIG’s preferences:

1. $W_S(p^*) \geq W_S(p_2)$: In (i), the solution is $p^*$.

   In (ii), since $W_S(p) \geq W_S(p^*)$, the constraint $W_S(p_A) \leq W_S(p_2)$ is binding. The constraint is binding possibly for two policies, $p_2$ and $\tilde{p}_2$ such that $W_S(p_2) = W_S(\tilde{p}_2)$. Hence, the solution is $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$, depending on which one gives a higher payoff to $A$.  
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A prefers to choose $p^*$. Note that in (i), $A$ chooses $p^*$ when $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$ are also possible. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 1, it can be shown that the total amount paid by SIG is equal to

\[
\max\{0, W_S(p^*) - W_S(q) + \delta a[W_S(p^*) - \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}] \\
+ \delta(1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}\}
\]

Notice that this is equal to 0 if and only if $W_S(q) \geq W_S(p^*) \geq W_S(p_2)$.

2. $W_S(p_2) > W_S(\bar{p}) \geq W_S(p^*)$: In (i), the constraint is binding, and the solution is $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$.

In (ii), the solution is $\bar{p}$.

$A$ prefers to choose $\bar{p}$. Note that in (ii), $A$ chooses $\bar{p}$ when $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$ are also possible. The total amount paid by SIG in this case is equal to

\[
\max\{0, W_S(\bar{p}) - W_S(q) + \delta a[W_S(p^*) - \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}] \\
+ \delta(1 - a)[\max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\} - (W_S(p_2) - W_S(\bar{p}))]\}
\]

Notice that this is equal to 0 if and only if $W_S(q) \geq W_S(\bar{p}) \geq W_S(p^*)$.

3. $W_S(\bar{p}) \geq W_S(p_2) > W_S(p^*)$: In (i), the constraint is binding, and the solution is $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$.

Also in (ii), the constraint is binding, and the solution is $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$.

Hence, $A$ chooses $p_2$ or $\tilde{p}_2$ in this case and the total amount paid by SIG is given by

\[
\max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q) + \delta a[W_S(p^*) - \min\{W_S(p^*), W_S(q)\}] \\
+ \delta(1 - a) \max\{0, W_S(p_2) - W_S(q)\}\}
\]

Notice that this is equal to 0 if and only if $W_S(q) \geq W_S(p_2) > W_S(p^*)$.

Q.E.D.
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